law regulates potentially hazardous scientific research;' it may get involved when fraud is alleged in scientific work funded by government grants; and it may be called on to resolve disputes between scientific interests and interests of other kinds, for example, in "cultural heritage" cases such as the tussle over the fate of the 9,000-year-old skeleton of Kennewick Man,' or in constitutional cases over high-school biology teaching. ' I shall confine myself here largely to scientific testimony in litigation; which, from the beginning, has prompted complaints both about the venality and dishonesty of scientific witnesses and about the scientific ignorance and credulity of jurors, attorneys, and judges. But some of what I have to say will also be relevant to the other contexts in which science interacts with the law; for the core of my argument will be that there are deep tensions between the goals and values of the scientific enterprise and the culture of the law, especially the culture of the U.S. legal system: 8 between the investigative character of science and the adversarial culture of our legal system; between the scientific search for general principles and the legal focus on particular cases; between the pervasive fallibilism of the sciences-its openness to revision in the light of new evidence-and the concern of the law for prompt and final resolutions; between the scientific push for innovation and the legal system's concern for precedent; between the informal, problem-oriented pragmatism of scientific investigation and the reliance of the legal system on formal rules and procedures; and between the essentially theoretical aspirations of science and the legal system's inevitable orientation to policy.
The first step will be to sketch how the legal system began to use scientific experts, and how it has tried to accommodate their testimony to its own culture; the next, to understand what it is about the nature of science and the culture of law that makes the scientific expert, as Dr. Himes says, "a sort of intractable, incompatible, inharmonious factor, disturbing the smooth current of legal procedure"; then to illustrate how the tensions between science and the law reveal themselves in practice; and finally to comment, very briefly, on some efforts to alleviate the tensions. 5. For example, in the case of Dr. Eric Poehlman, who pled guilty to lying on a federal grant application and to fabricating data, over more than a decade, on obesity, menopause, and aging, see generally Jeneen Interlandi, An Unwelcome Discovery, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22, 2006 
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THE SCIENTIFIC WITNESS
Of course, there haven't always been scientific witnesses; in fact, there haven't always been witnesses. In early medieval times, courts relied on tests by oath, ordeal, and sometimes (though in England, apparently, only rarely) by combat.' A defendant in an action for debt, for example, might swear under oath that he owed nothing, and bring in "oath-helpers" or "con-jurors" to swear under oath that his statement under oath was not perjured." "[P]roof was not an attempt to convince the judges," Frederic Maitland writes, but "an appeal to the supernatural."
1 ' This system of in-court tests-"proof" in the old sense of the word-rested on theologically based assumptions: that God would punish those who swore falsely, would ensure that an innocent defendant obliged to plunge his arm into boiling water was not scalded, and so on.
But by 1215, when the Fourth Lateran Council prohibited priests from participating in such tests, courts were gradually adopting other ways to proceed. On the Continent, the authorities turned to the Inquisition and to canonical law; in England, they turned to juries. 3 The first jury trial was held in Westminster in 1220, when five defendants who had been accused by a selfconfessed murderer in hopes of saving her own life agreed to submit to the judgment of twelve of their property-owning neighbors;' 4 and as the old system of in-court tests gradually fell into disuse, the new system of trial by jury gradually spread. However, in these early jury trials no witnesses were called; instead, jurors might go around town investigating for themselves, or might be specially chosen for their expertise-for example, a jury of vintners in a case in which a defendant was accused of selling bad wine, or a jury of butchers when the charge was selling putrid meat."
And even when witnesses first began to be called, the system was still preadversarial, with witnesses serving not a party to the case, but the court.' 6 Gradually, however, the present adversarial practice developed, with witnesses prepared and presented by one party and cross-examined by the other, and formal rules restricting what evidence is admissible for the jury to hear. There 101 (1981) (arguing that rejection of trial by ordeal "was at least a century and a half old in 1215 when the Fourth Lateran Council proclaimed the church's official disapproval").
FREDERIC WILLIAMS MAITLAND, THE FORMS OF ACTION AT COMMON
13. MAITLAND, supra note 9, at 311. 14. Four of the defendants were hanged; one was acquitted when the jurors swore he had not had long been expert witnesses: courts had called on Latin scholars, for example, to help in construing unclear documents, and on physicians to give their opinions on the medicinal value of wolf-flesh in healing wounds;' 7 but now experts, like other witnesses, served the parties.
Learned Hand takes the essential characteristic of an expert witness, in the modern sense, to be that he is not bound by the "opinion rule," according to which a witness's conclusions are inadmissible.' 8 He dates the first appearance of such witnesses to 1620, when in Alsop v. Bowtrell' 9 physicians testified that it was possible for a woman to bear a legitimate child "forty weeks and nine days" after the death of her husband.' 0 Stephan Landsman takes the more important point to be that expert witnesses are called by the parties and subject to crossexamination.
2 He suggests a later date, 1782, when in Folkes v. Chadd 2 engineers appeared for each side in an action in which the plaintiff sought damages because a harbor had silted up, allegedly as a result of the construction of a bank to prevent flooding in a nearby meadow.' (Tal Golan argues, however, that experts for the parties had been seen as early as 1678,4 and that what was novel in Folkes v. Chadd was that the scientists involved relied on general, hypothetical scientific principles.) 25 As soon as the U.S. legal system came to rely significantly on scientific experts, complaints arose from all sides: expert witnesses-physicians especially-complained about the way they were treated under crossexamination; and both legal and scientific commentators expressed concern about the rise of what they perceived as a new class of partisan and untrustworthy professional experts. And as the use of scientific experts grew, so did the complaints. As early as 1858, the Supreme Court was observing wryly that "experience has shown that opposite opinions of persons professing to be experts can be obtained in any amount" ;26 in 1874, John Ordronaux was complaining in the Journal of Insanity that "[f]atal exhibitions of scientific inaccuracy and self-contradiction.., can not but weaken public confidence in 17 In 1925, John Scopes was convicted of teaching evolution to a high-school biology class, in contravention of Tennessee's Anti-Evolution Act. 32 Clarence Darrow had recruited a whole team of scientific experts to testify in Scopes's defense, but the judge excluded all but one of them. At the time, "nationally accepted court rules discouraged expert testimony." 33 In fact, what is now seen as a key move to domesticate scientific testimony in the legal context had been made a couple of years before, when in Frye v. United States the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia gave a test to determine, not just whether a scientific witness was qualified to testify, but whether novel scientific testimony was good enough for the jury to hear: the "scientific principle or discovery" on which that testimony was based must be "sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the field to which it belongs." 35 It was decades before the "Frye Rule" began to spread, but by the early 1980s it had become the accepted standard in many states; and it remains so to this day in In 1975, the Federal Rules of Evidence were adopted. Rule 702, on expert testimony, said nothing explicit about "general acceptance," only that a qualified expert may testify provided that his or her evidence is relevant to facts at issue, and not otherwise legally excluded. 7 In 1993, the Supreme Court's ruling in Dauberd' established that in federal jurisdictions the new Rule 702 had superseded Frye, but also that federal courts' "gatekeeping" role nevertheless requires them to screen proffered expert testimony for reliability as well as for relevance." In 1997, the Court confirmed in Joiner that the standard of review for such evidentiary rulings is abuse of discretion; and in 1999, the Court confirmed in Kumho that Daubert covers all expert testimony, not only the scientific. In 2001, Rule 702 was revised to require that expert testimony be based on "sufficient facts or data," arrived at by "reliable principles and methods" "reliably" applied to the facts of the case. 2 Still, despite all these efforts, I don't suppose anyone for a moment imagines that all the problems are now fully resolved. The Daubert ruling is far from unambiguous; its philosophical underpinnings are far from sound; 4 " and its articulation of the idea of evidentiary reliability is far from transparent.' Moreover, though Justice Blackmun's rhetoric suggested that the intent was to relax the standards of admissibility, 45 in civil cases the upshot seems to have been to restrict them. 6 The Joiner ruling distances itself somewhat from other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if (1) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data, (2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.").
43. Daubert's muddled philosophy of science-but creates further concerns about the blurring of questions of admissibility with questions of the weight or the sufficiency of evidence; the Kumho Tire ruling finally acknowledges that what really matters is not whether expert testimony is science, but whether it is reliable-yet it seems to leave all the tricky stuff to courts' discretion. And the revised Rule 702, with its emphatic repetition of "reliable," "reliably," and "sufficient," '7 is apt to leave one doubtful whether any verbal formula, by itself, could make it possible to determine whether the data on which a scientific witness bases his opinion are sufficient, or whether his methods are reliable.
So it comes as no surprise that the old complaints about tainted, partial experts and ignorant, credulous attorneys, jurors, and judges are still heardand now, also, a new complaint, as would-be scientific witnesses whose testimony has been ruled inadmissible by a court protest the professional insult of being "dauberted out" when a judge deems their proffered testimony unreliable, even "unscientific." ' No doubt there are biased and incompetent experts, attorneys who encourage such experts into the legal system, gullible jurors overimpressed by the supposed authority of a witness merely on account of his scientific credentials, and scientifically illiterate judges too ready to dismiss an expert witness's unwelcome proffered testimony as not really science at all. But underlying these familiar complaints are the "irreconcilable differences" to which my title alludes: deep tensions between the goals, the processes, the values, and the timetable of scientific inquiry, and legal goals, processes, values, and schedules.
III THE NATURE OF SCIENCE AND THE CULTURE OF LAW
It is sometimes said that science is a search for truth; and this is right, if rightly understood. The core business of the sciences is inquiry; the object of the enterprise is to figure out answers to questions about the world and how it works. Of course, it goes without saying that whenever one wants answers to questions, one wants true answers. This is not to say that scientists seek THE TRUTH, in some quasi-religious sense; nor is it to suggest that scientific truths are the only truths, or that scientific truths are ever known with absolute certainty. 9 But it is to say that when, for example, James Watson and Francis 49. It is, however, to reject both the instrumentalist view that theoretical "statements" in science are not really genuine statements at all, and so are neither true nor false, and the constructiveempiricist view that, although theoretical statements are statements, and do have truth-values, the goal Crick worked to "solve the structure of DNA," what they wanted was to reach the answer that DNA is a double-helical, backbone-out macromolecule with like-with-unlike base pairs if DNA is a double-helical, backbone-out macromolecule with like-with-unlike base pairs, to reach the answer that DNA is a triple-helical backbone-in macromolecule with like-with-like base pairs if it is a triple-helical backbone-in, macromolecule with like-with-like base pairs, and so on.
As the example suggests, once scientists have figured out the answer to one question, new questions almost invariably arise-sometimes a whole cascade of them: as, once they had worked out the structure of DNA, molecular biologists next had to tackle the "Coding Problem," which it would take more than a decade to solve." And as this in turn suggests, even though there is no guarantee that every step will be in the right direction, it is in the nature of the scientific enterprise to push forward, to tackle new questions with the help of answers to older ones.
Of course, scientists seek not just true answers, but substantive, explanatory answers ("either DNA is a double-helical, backbone-out macromolecule with like-with-unlike base pairs, or not," though undeniably true, won't do). Although scientific investigation sometimes focuses on particular things or events-a particular planet, earthquake, eclipse, epidemic, or whatever-even when it does, there is always a concern with laws, explanation, prediction; in short, with the general. Medical scientists, for example, might investigate why this individual seems unusually resistant to HIV infection; but the goal would be to figure out what it is about him that makes him less susceptible.
Like historians, investigative journalists, detectives," or anyone seriously trying to figure something out, scientists make informed guesses at the answers to their questions, work out their consequences, seek out evidence to check how well those consequences hold up, and use their judgment as to how to proceed from there. There is no algorithmic "scientific method," no formal, or formalizable, procedure available to all scientists and only to scientists, which, faithfully followed, guarantees success, or even progress. But over centuries of work, scientists have gradually developed a vast array of special tools and techniques: ever more-powerful instruments of observation, ever more-cunning (and sometimes very formally precise) experimental designs, ever moresophisticated mathematical and statistical techniques, ever fancier computer programs, and so on. These scientific "helps" to inquiry usually develop in an ad hoc way, in response to some problem at hand; and almost always they rely on of science is empirical (in other words, observational) adequacy, not truth. I shall not argue either point here, but refer readers to the arguments in HAACK, supra note 4, at 137-41.
HORACE FREELAND JUDSON, THE EIGHTH DAY OF CREATION: MAKERS OF THE REVOLUTION IN BIOLOGY 488 (1979).
51. Nowadays, however, police detectives (and doubtless many private investigators too) will also usually be concerned that they obtain evidence in such a way that it will be admissible in court.
[Vol. 72:1 some earlier scientific innovation, theoretical or practical. 52 The evolution of such "technical" helps to inquiry has been an untidy, pragmatic, fallible, bootstrap process that has gradually made it possible to get more and betterfocused evidence and to assess more accurately where evidence leads-in short, to extend and amplify unaided human cognitive powers.
Because the core business of science is inquiry, the core values of science are epistemological: honesty, with oneself and others, about what the evidence is and what it shows, and willingness to make that evidence available to others in the field-essentially the values Robert Merton articulated long ago under the labels "disinterestedness" and "communism." 53 Instilling and sustaining commitment to these values isn't easy; scientists are fallible human beings, with the usual, mixed and sometimes dubious motives, hopes, and fears. Still, besides those technical helps, the sciences have developed informal social mechanisms to enable the pooling of evidence and to provide incentives and disincentives, which, up to a point, harness less-admirable motives, such as vanity or the desire for prestige, to serious scientific work." However, while the technical helps enabling scientists to acquire and assess evidence keep getting better and better, these "social" helps do not; in fact, they are coming under increasing strain both from the ever-growing scale of the scientific enterprise and from the alien values of the governments and large industrial concerns on whose financial support science increasingly depends-especially in the most commercialized areas of science, the medical sciences in particular.
Where all but the very simplest scientific claims and theories are concerned, the evidence will ramify in all directions; it is usually mediated by sophisticated instruments; more often than not it is the shared resource of many people, who may be working together or may be rivals, and who may be working in the same laboratory or thousands of miles or many decades or even centuries apart; it is almost invariably incomplete; and it is quite often ambiguous or misleading. At any time, some scientific claims and theories are so well-established that it would be astounding if they turned out to be wrong, some well-but not quite so the "9 principles of conduct" that define physicians' behavior and are the basis for the opinions that make up the Code of Medical Ethics). Courses in ethics for science students are not uncommon; but more formal arrangements like these cannot compensate for an erosion of the ethos of science.
well-established, some rather speculative, some very speculative, some highly speculative, and some downright wild and wacky. The proportion of the wellwarranted to the highly speculative varies, obviously, from field to field, with some areas of science thus far more speculative than others, and some, arguably, thus far mostly speculative; for some fields of science are more advanced more "mature," as we say, others relatively new and thus-far undeveloped, and some so undeveloped, so entirely speculative, that one might understandably hesitate to call them "sciences" at all. The boundaries of the enormously complex and uneven enterprise referred to by the commodious word "science" are fuzzy, indeterminate, and frequently contested.
When the available evidence on some scientific question is seriously incomplete, those who work in the relevant scientific community-some of them probably more radical in temperament, others more conservative-may reasonably disagree about the likelihood that this or that answer is correct. As new evidence comes in, a consensus may eventually form that this once merely speculative theory is probably right, or that that once seemingly promising approach probably wrong. But there are no rules determining when a scientific claim is well enough warranted by the evidence to be accepted, or badly enough undermined by the evidence to be rejected; and neither, of course, do scientists reach their "verdict" by taking a vote. 55 Instead, consensus arises as a byproduct when enough members of the relevant scientific subcommunity come to see the evidence as strong enough to warrant this claim or that theory.
Ideally, such consensus would form when, and only when, the evidence is sufficient; in practice, acceptance and warrant sometimes come apart. This may be because significant evidence gets lost or neglected; 7 it may be because some widely held but unwarranted assumption skews scientists' judgment; 58 or it may be the result of the influence or the persuasiveness of some individual or group 55. The recent vote by an international congress of astronomers to demote Pluto from the status of planet was a vote to adopt the verbal convention that to count as a planet, a heavenly body should have these and those characteristics; it was not a vote that Pluto lacks certain of these characteristics-which is simply not the kind of thing that could be so decided. 56. Perhaps the first phrase of the Frye Rule, that the underlying scientific principle must be "sufficiently established to be generally accepted in the field," was an implicit acknowledgment of this possibility. If so, it is an insight that is lost when the Rule is abbreviated, as it usually is, to "general acceptance." This prompts the speculation that the Florida Supreme Court's ruling in Ramirez II-where it seems on its face as if the court conducted a Daubert inquiry to determine the kind of knife-mark identification on which Mr. Ramirez's conviction turned is generally accepted in the field-might more plausibly be read as implicitly recognizing the significance of this initial phrase of the test proposed in Frye. Polanyi once put it, "Only if scientists remain loyal to scientific ideals rather than try to achieve success with their fellow scientists can they form a community which will uphold those ideals.
' " 6 1 Though some science is certainly policy-relevant, scientific investigation is, in an important sense, policy-neutral. 62 Scientists may, for example, explore the risks and benefits of making this or that drug or pesticide available, or the longrun effects of damming that river or of relying on this rather than that energy source; but whether the risks of the drug outweigh the benefits, whether the river should be dammed, whether we should switch to an alternative energy source, are not themselves scientific questions. However, when scientific work bears closely on policy questions, the line between scientific inquiry and policy advocacy can too easily get blurred.
Quite often, a scientist or scientific team will need to come up with some kind of answer on a specific timetable, as when they are working under pressure in an epidemic or in wartime, or simply because they need to report some result at the end of the grant period to the outfit that funded them. But in such circumstances the work is very apt to be skimped; for the unavoidable fact is 59. This is apparently what happened in Soviet biology in the decades in which it was impeded by the influence of Trofim Lysenko's politically convenient, but badly mistaken, ideas. that scientific inquiry takes the time it takes, and its progress is ragged and unpredictable. It may be possible to say ahead of time how long it will take to run this series of experiments, or how long that epidemiological study will continue; but even the best-informed specialist can make only very tentative and fallible estimates of how long it might be before this problem is solved, that natural phenomenon understood. Moreover, at any time there are many scientific questions to which there is no warranted answer, and to which scientists can only say, "at the moment, we just don't know; we're working on it, but we can't tell you when we will have it figured out."
I have stressed that the core business of science is inquiry; but not all those who describe themselves as scientists are engaged in this core business (and most of those who are will likely be engaged in fairly routine kinds of investigation, not in the profound intellectual work of the heroes of the history of science). Some scientists are mostly occupied with developing new instruments, new techniques of purification, new computer programs, and so forth and so on; another large class of people who might be described as engaged in "scientific work" in an ample sense of that phrase are simply applying well-established scientific techniques in relatively routine kinds of testing; and some have borrowed the honorific description "science" for no better reason than that they rely on scientific equipment of one kind or another-or just because it makes their work seem more respectable. ' Nevertheless, the core business of science is inquiry. And scientific inquiry is by nature tentative and thoroughly fallibilist; it focuses on the general law or principle rather than on the particular case; its core values are intellectual honesty and willingness to share evidence; its procedures are problem-oriented and informally pragmatic; it is open-ended and forward-looking; and, though it is quite often relevant to policy, it is policy-neutral. So it is hardly surprising that the legal system has had trouble handling scientific testimony, for the legal culture could hardly be more different: adversarial; focused on the specific case; formally procedurally anchored; valuing promptness and finality; relying on precedent; and not only relevant, but also sensitive, to policy.
Justice Blackmun writes in Daubert that there are "important differences between the quest for truth in the courtroom and the quest for truth in the laboratory." ' 65 That's putting it mildly. The core business of a legal system is to resolve disputes; and a trial aims not to find out whether the defendant is guilty or liable, but to arrive at a determination of the defendant's guilt or liability-"determine," here, probably being closer to "deem" than to "discover." This is not to deny that inquiry plays a role in the legal process-of course it does; ' nor 64. Or, as in the case of "creation science," in hopes of circumventing legal problems. is it to deny that, although some cases are focused on legal technicalities, others are centrally concerned with factual issues. But it is to deny that inquiry is quite as central to the law as it is to science.
Moreover, as Justice Blackmun intimates, the way our legal system goes about making its "determinations of the truth" is really quite unlike the processes of scientific investigation: the law relies on an adversarial procedure, subject to the relevant standard of proof, under the constraint of rules some of which mandate the exclusion of relevant evidence for reasons that are not even obliquely truth-related. And the advocacy that is at the core of the adversarial process is a very different matter from inquiry. Inquiry starts with a question and seeks out evidence, aiming to arrive at an answer; advocacy, aiming to persuade, starts with a proposition to be defended and marshals the best evidence it can in its favor. The obligation of a scientist, qua inquirer, is to seek out as much evidence as he possibly can and to assess it as fairly as possible. By contrast, the obligation of an attorney, qua advocate, is to make the best possible case for his client's side of the dispute-including playing up the evidence that favors his case, and explaining inconvenient evidence away if he can't get it excluded.
Some, taking for granted that the legal system is in the relevant respects in the same business as the sciences, object that it goes about that business in a peculiar and ineffective way. C.S. Peirce said this quite explicitly: "Some persons fancy that hot and partisan debate is the way to investigate. This is the theory of our atrocious legal procedure. But Logic puts its heel upon this suggestion." 67 Judge Marvin Frankel is only a little more oblique: "We proclaim to each other and to the world that the clash of adversaries is a powerful means for hammering out the truth .... [But] [d]espite our untested statements of selfcongratulation, we know that others searching for the truth-in history, geography, medicine, whatever-do not emulate our adversarial system. ' If the legal system were in the same business as history, geography, or as physics and the other sciences, its way of conducting that business would be peculiar, and inefficient, to say the least. But the law is really not in exactly the same business.
This is not at all to deny that it is desirable that legal determinations of guilt or liability be, so far as possible, factually correct; on the contrary, it is highly presentence investigation (PSI) and Department of Social Services (DSS) records, which "fell short of the professional standards that prevailed in Maryland in 1989"); Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 373 (2000) (reversing the death penalty and remanding on the grounds that counsel for the petitioner had failed to seek Williams' juvenile and social-service records, "erroneously believ[ing] that 'state law didn't permit it"'); American Bar Association Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance of Counsel in Death Penalty Cases 11.4.1, 93 (1989) (instructing that counsel should make efforts to discover "all reasonably available mitigating evidence and evidence to rebut any aggravating evidence that may be introduced by the prosecutor"). desirable. But that "so far as possible" includes "consistent with satisfying such non-truth-related desiderata as reaching a resolution within a reasonable period of time, proceeding in accordance with constitutional constraints, and taking certain policy-related considerations into account." '69 Given that the legal "quest for truth" must be conducted within a relatively short time frame, it could be argued that an adversarial system is a way of ensuring that the search for and scrutiny of evidence is as thorough as possible within those constraints; though only on certain assumptions, among them that the resources available to the parties are roughly equal-assumptions that, sad to say, only too rarely obtain.°I mplicit in the previous paragraphs, but needing to be made explicit, are the crucial differences between the legal and the scientific timetables. In the wake of a major discovery, scientific investigation sometimes advances at an impressive pace, rather as filling in a long, central crossword entry sometimes enables you to solve a whole slew of others; often, though, scientific work is halting and fumbling, slowed sometimes by lack of funds or by political resistance to potentially unwelcome results, and often enough by the sheer intellectual difficulty of the task. And there is always, at least in principle, the possibility of having to go back and start over on what had been thought to be settled questions. By contrast, not without reason, we want the legal system to reach its determinations within a reasonable period of time; and, again not without reason, we want those determinations, once the appeals process is exhausted, to stand.
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Also implicit in the preceding paragraphs, and also needing to be made explicit, is that the legal process is highly regimented, conducted under formal rules of procedure, and rules of evidence, and so on. Paul Feyerabend, selfstyled "court jester" of the philosophy of science, wrote of the "methodological anarchism" of the sciences; 71 and despite his tendency to wild exaggeration, there is a grain of truth in this idea. It is not exactly that absolutely anything goes; but scientific inquiry does have a kind of free-ranging, "just do it," improvising character. By contrast, the regimented procedures of the law look more like a formal dance-a minuet, perhaps.
Also implicit, and also needing to be made explicit, is that some of the questions answers to which are to be determined at trial, will be case-specific: Did his mother's taking Bendectin cause Jeffrey Blum's birth defect? 2 Did his [Vol. 72:1 occupational exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) promote Mr. Joiner's cancer? 73 What is the probability that the match between this DNA sample from the crime scene and this defendant is a matter of chance? Moreover, when they are not foreclosed by precedent, legal decisions will often be influenced by policy considerations, for legal concepts are often tinged with policy.
IV THOSE "IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES" AT WORK Against this background we can readily see why, as Mr. Humes so bluntly puts it, "courts don't do science very well":" why the law has such difficulty in handling scientific testimony, and so often gets less than the best out of science. 5 But it is a very complicated, very tangled tale; for the tensions between science and law interact and reinforce each other. I had hoped to be able to shoehorn the difficulties into simple categories: "finality vs. fallibilism," "advocacy vs. inquiry," "inertia vs. innovation," and so on; but now this seems impossibly neat and tidy. Here, instead, is a not-so-tidy list.
(
i) Because its business is to resolve disputed issues, the law very often calls on those fields of science where the pressure of commercial interests is most severe.
In tort litigation, for example, much of the scientific work bearing on issues of causation may have been conducted by a drug company or a chemical manufacturer, for marketing purposes or, quite often, with an eye to protecting itself against litigation. This is exactly the kind of scientific work in which commercial interests most severely strain the informal scientific mechanisms that encourage honesty and discourage the withholding of evidence. I think in this context of the wave of litigation by plaintiffs alleging that their cardiovascular problems were aggravated by Merck's arthritis drug, Vioxx: for we now know that Merck's first large clinical trial, the VIGOR study, on the basis of which the FDA approved the drug, was designed in such a way as to be more likely to identify favorable than unfavorable trends; 6 and that the APPROVe study, which prompted the withdrawal of the drug, did not use the 73. Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136, 139-40 (1997). 74. HUMES, supra note 2, at 257. 75. Its interactions with the law can also have deleterious effects on science. For example, scientists whose work potentially bears on litigation are quite likely to find themselves interrupted and overburdened by subpoenas and depositions. Legal Demands Take Time from Scientists' Real Work, WALL ST. J., Jan. 27, 2007, at A5 (on file with Law and Contemporary Problems). But these issues cannot be pursued here.
76. The VIGOR study was designed to track gastrointestinal effects (anticipated to be favorable to the drug) longer than cardiovascular effects (anticipated to be unfavorable). Claire Bombadier et al., statistical method the published report of the study said it used, and would have been even less favorable to Vioxx if it had."
Comparison of Upper Gastrointestinal Toxicity of Rofecoxib and Naproxen in Patients with
(ii) Because the legal system aspires to resolve disputes promptly, 78 the scientific questions to which it seeks answers will often be those for which all the evidence is not yet in. The cases that come to trial will normally be those in which the evidence is thus far incomplete and ambiguous. For one thing, plaintiffs must sue before the possibility of redress is legally foreclosed; for another, when the evidence that a drug or chemical is dangerous is overwhelming, plaintiffs' claims are likely to be settled out of court.
(iii) Because of its case-specificity, the legal system often demands answers of a kind science is not well-equipped to supply; for related reasons, the legal system constitutes virtually the entire market for certain fields of forensic science (or quasi-science), and for certain psychiatric specialties. The first point is wellillustrated in Joiner: by the time of Mr. Joiner's suit, the toxicity of PCBs was well-established; but how much, if at all, Mr. Joiner's occupational PCB exposure contributed to his developing lung cancer--given that he had been a smoker and that he had a family history of lung cancer-was an almost impossibly difficult question." The clearest illustrations of the second point come from such forensic-identification fields as hair or knife-mark analysis," and such psychiatric specialties as the recovery of supposedly repressed memories or, again, prediction of future dangerousness 1 _surely among the weakest of what we sometimes call the "soft," or social sciences.
(iv) Because of its adversarial character, the legal system tends to draw in as witnesses scientists who are in a sense marginal--more willing than most of their colleagues to give an opinion on the basis of less-than-overwhelming evidence; moreover, the more often he serves as an expert witness, the more unbudgeably confident a scientist may become in his opinion. An attorney obligated to make the best possible case for his client will have an incentive to call on those scientists who are ready to accept an answer to some scientific question as warranted when others in the field still remain agnostic; and sometimes on scientists whose involvement in litigation has hardened their initially morecautious attitudes into unwarranted certainty. I think, in this context, of Merrell Dow's Robert Brent, always ready to testify that Bendectin does not cause birth defects, 2 and psychiatrist Dr. James Grigson, testifying over and over in Texas death-penalty hearings that the defendant would, to a psychiatric certainty, be dangerous in future. 3 The adversarial process may distort even relatively strong science from relatively strong fields, sometimes to such a degree that it creates a kind of artificial scientific doubt,' or artificial scientific certainty; and can generate a public perception that this product is well known to be dangerous, or that product well known to be harmless, when really the evidence is weak, ambiguous, or lacking. Public (mis?)perception that silicone breast implants cause systemic connective-tissue disorders, for example, may have been generated in part by the legal system. 5 Adversarialism can also cause distortions in the forensic sciences, not only by encouraging the startling dogmatism with which knife-mark examiners, for example, routinely assert that they can make a match with one hundred percent 82. In Blum v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 33 Phila. 193 (Pa. C.P. 1996), Merrell Dow's experts included Dr. Brent, who had not only testified over and over that Bendectin was not teratogenic, but had even published an article in which he analyzed seventeen Bendectin cases and concluded that every one of the plaintiffs had lied; and the Blums' experts included Dr. Alan Done, who had served as plaintiffs' expert in a number of Bendectin cases and, understandably troubled by some flaws in the clinical trials and animal studies on which the defendants relied, was willing to conclude that his mother's taking Bendectin while pregnant could have caused Jeffrey Blum to be born with clubbed feet. Courts' obligation to screen out unreliable scientific evidence has amplified the epistemological atomism of the rules of evidence, for judges rule not only on which proffered expert witnesses may testify, but also on whether they may testify to this or that question specifically. 88 This can be a problem: for interlocking pieces of evidence (for example, toxicological information, animal studies, and epidemiological data), none of which is sufficient by itself, may jointly constitute adequate warrant for a claim that this exposure likely caused a plaintiff's injury; 89 but if no individual piece of it is deemed reliable enough to be admissible, a jury might never hear such evidence. The issue of "weight of evidence methodology" was explicit both in the Court of Appeals' reversal of the district court's exclusion of Mr. Joiner's expert testimony and in Justice Stevens's dissent in Joiner; ' but it was already implicit in Daubert, having come to the surface when, on remand, reasoning that each and every one of the Dauberts' experts would have to be excluded under Daubert as they had been under Frye, Judge Kozinski affirmed the district court's grant of summary judgment in favor of Merrell Dow." Moreover, the legal system has a way of relying on brief verbal formulae to encapsulate key concepts or principles, to provide guidelines, and to give "indicia" of this or that. As a result, the law sometimes "rigidifies" ideas that scientists themselves treat much more flexibly. For example, though peerreviewed publication is now standard practice at scientific and medical journals, I doubt that many working scientists imagine that the fact that a work has been accepted for publication after peer review is any guarantee that it is good stuff, or that its not having been published necessarily undermines its value. 92 The legal system, however, has come to invest considerable epistemic confidence in peer-reviewed publication 93 -perhaps for no better reason than that the law reviews are not peer-reviewed! Again, though requiring statistical significance is now also routine scientific practice, most scientists are probably aware of the element of arbitrariness in the usual standards; 4 but legal actors sometimes seem to invest statistical significance with-well, with undue significance. And the law sometimes tinges scientific concepts with policy considerations-which partly explains why, for example, legal and scientific conceptions of causation don't quite mesh: the legal conception is informed by considerations about incentives and disincentives, about who should bear the costs of potentially risky enterprises, and sometimes about whose fault it is that evidence is lacking-considerations quite alien to science.
And the brief verbal formulae on which the law often relies can be ambiguous. For example, Justice Blackmun's observations about "peer review and publication" ' could be taken as requiring that scientific testimony be based on work that has survived the pre-publication peer-review process of scientific journals-which is relatively easy for a court to determine, but a poor indication described in the Court's ruling in Joiner. In any case, the point here is only that evidence may interlock in this way, and that evidence law may prevent this from becoming apparent.
91 of reliability. Or they could be taken as requiring that such testimony be based on work that has survived and will continue to survive the long-run scrutiny of scientists in the field-which is a better (though still imperfect) indication of reliability, but impossible for a court to determine.' There is a similar ambiguity in Judge Kozinski's fifth "Daubert factor": whether the work on which scientific testimony is based is "litigation-driven." ' It is reasonably easy for a court to determine whether the work on which testimony is based was undertaken after litigation began, but this is a very weak indicator of unreliability; whether the design or interpretation of the work on which the testimony is based was significantly affected by litigation-related considerations is a better indication of unreliability, but this is much harder for a court to determine.' (vi) Both because of its concern for precedent, and because of the desideratum of finality, the legal system has a tendency to inertia, and sometimes lags behind science. The novel scientific testimony excluded by the Frye court was proffered by the defense: Mr. Frye had passed a then-new blood-pressure deception test, "monograph" evidence, you might say; but by the time Florida first endorsed the Frye test in Kaminski, what was at stake was the admissibility of polygraph evidence.' The introduction of DNA "fingerprinting" in the late 1980s met with significant resistance in the ensuing "DNA Wars"; and even after the reliability of DNA analysis and its power to enable justice was acknowledged, prosecutors pushed back against requests for post-conviction testing."' One might conjecture that Daubert and, especially, Joiner would have lessened the tendency for courts to follow other courts' rulings about the reliability of this or that kind of scientific evidence; but some commentators argue that Joiner has led judges who feel uneasy about the possibility that the very same evidence might be ruled reliable by one court and unreliable by another in the same jurisdiction to treat such evidentiary rulings as precedential.°" V CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
Obviously, divorce is out of the question; the law can't do without scientific testimony.
Both partners have tried to adapt. For example, there have been small but significant legal changes, including extensions of the statute of limitations to enable the prosecution of long-ago crimes when the perpetrator can now be identified by DNA analysis, or to enable testing of samples that might exonerate those already convicted-small compromises of the law's concern for promptness and finality; and there has been a modest increase in courts' use of their power to appoint their own experts-a small compromise of adversarialism. And on the scientific side, besides efforts to provide legally relevant scientific education for judges, there is, for example, the CASE (Court Appointed Scientific Expert) Project initiated by the AAAS (American Association for the Advancement of Science) in 1999 to provide "independent scientists who would educate the court, testify at trial, assess the litigants' cases, and otherwise aid in the process of determining the truth,"' '° and the Registry of Independent Scientific and Technical Advisors set up by Duke University School of Law.' 3 Not surprisingly, however, such adaptations don't always work out quite as planned. The AAAS has learned that, quite often, when a judge announces that he will seek their advice in identifying independent experts, the upshot is not that CASE experts are appointed, but that the case is promptly settled.' And judges have learned that there is no guarantee that court-appointed experts will agree among themselves; in Soldo v. Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, Inc., for example, two of three court-appointed experts concluded that the methodology the plaintiff's expert witnesses had used in arriving at the opinion that Ms. Soldo's stroke had been caused by the anti-lactation drug Parlodel was not reliable, but the third concluded that it was. 5 (The court granted summary judgment to the defendant.)" Just as I began writing this paper when I had little more than the title, a local radio station began playing Beatles music all day long; and I toyed with the idea of entitling the last section, "We Can Work It Out." A nice idea; but it would have promised more than I can deliver. Still, let me try, at least, to suggest what might be fruitful ways to think about the problems diagnosed here. In Defending Science I wrote that, rather than expend all our ingenuity and energy on trying to refine legal rules on expert testimony, we might do better to consider other ways of mitigating the tensions;' 7 now I will add that it seems desirable-given that no complete or perfect solution is likely to be forthcoming-to think about what the most significant concerns are, and what could be done about these.
One major concern is that, whatever the effect of Daubert in civil cases, it has had startlingly little effect on issues about forensic testimony in criminal cases'--though we have ample reason to believe that such testimony is at best variable in quality. In a Frye state like Florida, criminal-defense attorneys sometimes speculate wistfully about how much better things would be in a Daubert jurisdiction; but it is not easy to share their optimism. "The only way to guard against the misapplication of forensic science is to impose controls and reforms long before the cases come to court," writes Peter Neufeld.'° Whether or not this is the only way, it is hard to deny that it might well be a better way. In the case of DNA identification, where there is solid underlying science, the most important thing is to ensure that the techniques are not misapplied through haste, sloppiness, mismanagement, or dishonesty, conscious or unconscious. In the case of latent-fingerprint-or knife-mark identifications and the like, however, where the underlying science is weak or nonexistent, the first thing is to find out just how reliable such identifications are.
Another major concern is highlighted by Justice Breyer's observation about trying to ensure that the "powerful engine" of tort litigation is directed, not at harmless and useful products, but at harmful stuff°--this in his concurring opinion in Joiner, of all places, where the stuff in question was PCBs, so toxic they had already been banned for decades! What we want is, so far as possible, to prevent dangerous stuff from coming on the market, and to do this without discouraging the production of useful and harmless stuff; and to ensure that, if dangerous stuff does creep in and people are damaged, the victims are taken care of, and the danger of future injury promptly averted. I suspect that we rely too much on the tort system-which seems in practice, to be something of a lottery, and which, in any case, surely ought to be the very last resort-when we ought to be asking about other ways of achieving those highly desirable ends. Maybe we could learn something from the experiences of other countries that are equally technologically advanced, but have different regulatory and legal arrangements; certainly, we would do well to approach these problems in a more empirical, experimental-a more scientific-spirit.
